
































Communication is established by the passing of information from a communicator to a 
communicatee. However, there seems to be a rather more personal dimension to interpersonal 
communication; whether or not the information was properly passed to the communicatee is 








































When people communicate, they compromise. They do not compromise in terms of expectation 
35－ －
of understanding, but in terms of believability when an individual is figuratively “beating around 































It seems impossible for two people to fully come to understand each other as long as each 




























































It is difficult for an individual to confirm whether or not an idea was properly communicated—or 
more precisely, to confirm an idea which should have been communicated has been indeed 
properly passed. Although the passing of words is easily confirmed through external senses, it is 




































The passing of words between two individuals is not equivalent to two people coming to an 














































































Although there are words to feelings (happiness, jealousy, anger), do those words accurately 





We can never know exactly how we feel, the only feelings that we can be certain about are 





















































Nonetheless, it seems people are becoming more aggressive to establish “good” communication 













































※各断章の英文作成には、Carlton College 在学中の Hikaru Mizuno 氏の協力を得た。
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